
IMPORTANT NOTICES BEFORE INSTALLING:

We recommend at least 2+ people to install a one tower playset, and that at least 3 people
install large 2+ tower play systems, although it is best with 4.

Make sure you follow proper safety precautions including wearing safety glasses while
working, and if you are not experienced in construction, we recommend that you have
this play set professionally installed. This play set has many heavy components and
instructions must be followed carefully.

Ruffhouse Vinyl Play Systems is not responsible for any injuries related to customer
installation of a back-yard play system.

***We HIGHLY recommend having the installation company watch the installation videos
before/during install to assist.

*** Children must not use the equipment until properly installed. (ASTM 10.1.6)

*** Installers must tighten all nuts on bolts flush to the tube (or member) and that caps
which go over the exposed bolts and/or screws shall be put on snug to the nut.
(ASTM-10.1.5)

It is important to study your playset drawing as you may not need every step, but only
the options that come with your playset.

RuffHouse has some videos of installers assembling our playsets that we highly
recommend watching both prior and during the installation on the RuffHouse Play

Systems YouTube channel at:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUICO0HyMKFAzV4NE5u-96w

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUICO0HyMKFAzV4NE5u-96w
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUICO0HyMKFAzV4NE5u-96w
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUICO0HyMKFAzV4NE5u-96w
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUICO0HyMKFAzV4NE5u-96w
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STEP 0:  If you have a water system
Water System Installation: (**if your play set doesn’t have a water system, proceed to
step 1)

Installing the Main Pipe for Water Systems: The main water pipe will be packaged inside one
of the main tower corner posts.  You will need to CAREFULLY pull the water pipe out and take
off the wrapping.

● Connect color coded ¼” poly tubing to the top of the water system at the black cone
shaped connection.

● As you slide the main pipe back down the correct corner post, carefully feed the
remaining ¼” poly lines down the post and out the correct top rail holes for the slide side
panels and to the swing beam support panel, or bridge side panel bottom hole. Leave
them dangling out for now (***Note: As you install the side panels later in step 7 you will
connect those poly lines to the lines inside the side panels, matching the colors as you
go.)

● Continue down with the main pipe until you can insert the ¾” 90 degree elbow pipe
through the pre-drilled hole at approximately 18” from the bottom of the viny post on the
front of the post and then screw on the hose bib attachment. You will need to use a large
wrench to tighten the hose bid snug with vinyl post. **DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN.

● Once the play set is complete and all the lines are connected you can attach a hose and
flush the system for a few seconds looking for blockages or leaks at the connections.



● After flushing the system, you can finally screw on the misters.  To screw on the misters,
leave about ¼” of the ¼” poly tubing sticking out of the hole. Carefully begin screwing
the mister on about half way and then push the poly tubing in flush as you screw the
mister in the rest of the way.

● PRO TIP: Do not install the water pipe after the posts are up. It can be very difficult
to navigate everything inside the post.

***Important Note: It is extremely important to be careful with all water system parts, and
especially the main water system pipes –to make sure that you don’t crack or drill into the pipes
during installation as it could cause leaks.

Installing a water system into 2+ Tower Systems w/Bridge: see the instructions at the end of
the packet

STEP 1: Choose the play set location in your yard and measure and
mark the overhead layout for each tower on the ground.

Instructions:
1a As with any large structure, it is extremely important that the area you choose is as
level as possible. The bottom of the posts can be dug in or cut off + or - an inch or so to adjust
for leveling, but anything more than that will create major installation issues. We recommend
that you check the area with a level and if you have more than a ¾” drop or rise per 60 inches
then the ground should be leveled, or a level pad should be built.

1b Look at and study the overhead layout and dimensions on the drawing that came with
your play set and then create an actual drawing with markings on the ground where each
corner post for each tower will go. You can use paint, string, pins, staples, tape, or whatever
works best for your surface to actually mark out each 5” square corner post for each tower
according to the overhead layout on the ground. Each tower will be a 54” x 54” square from
outside to the outside of each post. Each post should measure 54” out-to-out, and 44”
inside-to-inside. You can also mark where the swing A-Frame post will go. Don’t worry about the
smaller side panel post for now - just the main corner posts for each tower.



**Important Notes:
● If your playset has a 3 position swing beam post and a-frame, that Swing A-frame

post will be precisely 114” from the tower (87” from the tower for 2 position swing
beam).

● If your playset has 2 towers separated by a bridge or monkey bars those towers
will be 115” apart from corner posts to corner posts.

1c Make sure to plan space for the accessories coming off of the towers and leaving
room to walk up to the accessories. For Example:

● Rock walls, rope ladders, A-frame swing legs, vinyl ladders, climbers, and long sandbox
board extend approximately 3.5’ away from the tower.

● It is recommended that you leave 6’ feet walk around space, so you will need to measure
9.5’ away from the property wall or curb edge to the tower to get the 6’ ft fall zone.

● Wide slides and 5’ tower slides generally extend about 8’ feet from the tower (so you
would need 14’ of space)

● Tube slides extend out about 5’ (so you would need 11’ of space)
● 7’ tower scoop slides extend approximately 12’ out (so you would need 18’ of space

including the walk around 6’ fall zone.)



***Safety Tip: When you begin standing the tower it is very important that the posts are spaced
properly and erected in their proper location. It is important to map out the entire play structure
on the ground to make sure you have at least the recommended 6 ‘ of “fall zone” around the
play set and at least 16’ of fall zone in front and behind the swings. It is also recommended that
you purchase safe surfacing for under the playset – such as rubber mulch, or approved sand or
wood chips for safe landing if child was to fall

**Pro Tip:  Make 2 - 3 Tower Jigs (Use a 2x6x66” stick of wood and cut in (2) 5” wide by
1.5”deep notches for the posts measured at 44” in-to-in apart or 54” out-to-out) These could be
made and used while standing the tower to make sure the posts stay 44” apart during
installation.

STEP 2: Lay out, organize, and separate all needed tools and
hardware for each step

Recommended Tools:
● 5/16 “ hex-head driver for use with cordless drill (preferably magnetic)
● ¼” hex-head driver “ “
● 5/8” wood bit (paddle bit)
● 5/32” metal drill bit (included in hardware package)
● Tape measure
● Heavy-duty cordless drill
● Electric drill (ideal for drilling through metal)
● Framing speed square
● 24-36” long level
● Crescent wrench
● Vise grips pliers



● Locking “C” clamp vise grips
● Mini sledge hammer/Rubber mallet
● Utility Knife
● Wide chisel or small flat/wide crow bar) used to dig around the bottom of the posts if you

have to level posts in grass.
● Marking paint, staples, string, or tape to lay out the playset on the ground
● Angle Grinder with cutting wheel (possibly)

Hardware List:

● #10 x 3” screws (150 per tower - and you should have extra replacement screws at the
end)

● #10 x 1” screws (with and without metal and neoprene washers)
● #12 x 1” small zinc screws
● Clear plastic washers
● White or Tan vinyl snap caps
● 5’8 vinyl hole plugs.
● 3/8” x 5.5” carriage bolts
● Vinyl Glue
● 5x5 Vinyl Pyramid Caps for each of the 5x5 posts on the drawing
● 4x4 Vinyl Pyramid Caps for each of the smaller 4x4 side panel posts on the drawing
● 2x6 end caps



***Pro tip: Speed up your installation process by preparing your #10 x 3” screws with the clear
plastic snap washers (which look like tiny little clear cup shaped washers with a hole in it). Start
screwing the clear plastic snap washers onto the #10x3” screws so that about ¼” of the tip of
the screw is poking through. Prepare about 80 – 100 screws with clear plastic washers per
tower. To make sure you are putting the clear washers on properly, make sure the point of the
screw goes down into the cup shaped washer. (see picture of prepared screw below)

***Pro tip: Separate all the hardware into screws, nuts, washers, etc., putting all of the same
pieces together. This will speed up the installation process. Read each step and lay out each
piece in order around the playset area.

STEP 3 Stand the Towers (assemble the “H” for each tower, Stand the
Posts, Install the “H”, and install the platform for each tower.)

Vinyl Materials Needed (per tower):
● (4) Numbered Corner Posts per tower- (4) 5 x 5 x 120” numbered corner posts for

each tower, or 6 posts per double tower or tower and a half.
● (1) “H” section [(2) 2 x 6 x 46.5” rectangle vinyl rails with a 1.5 x 5.5 x 48.75” center rail]
● (1) Platform [(2) 2 x 6 x 46.5” rails connected by (7) 1.5 x 5.5 x 54” platform planks]

Hardware: -(8) #12x1” small zinc screws with clear washers and snap caps -(8) #10 x 3 Screws
with clear plastic washers and snap caps.

Tools: -Cordless Drill with 5/16 Hex Head Driver (we recommend using a small impact driver
drill to help prevent over tightening screws and breaking off screw heads)

Instructions Step 3:

***Important Note if you have multiple towers: if you are building a play set with a double
tower, or a tower and a half, start with the tower with the tallest platform (usually 7ft) and then
proceed all the way through step 3c before adding the second platform and the 2 additional
posts.  Then once you have all 6 posts up along with both “H”s and platforms with top screws in
every corner, then proceed to step 4. The play set is not stable at this point, so make sure you
have at least 1 installer holding the tower up at all times until you get through step 7. (see video)



***Important Note if you have multiple towers separated by bridge, swing beam, or
monkey bars: You will repeat steps 3 through 9 for each tower before continuing on to the rest
of the steps for each tower. Make sure you double check that you have the proper distance
between towers (see “Important Notes” from step 1)

3a. Assemble the “H” for each tower:
Each tower will have an “H” that will be a support for the platform. Place the (2) 2x6x46.5”
pieces marked “H” upright on the ground about 50” apart so the vinyl brackets are facing each
other and the “U” shaped brackets are up.

● Place the 1.5x5.5x48.75 center “H” rail down all the way into the brackets and then push
in both sides of the “H” so that the center rail is all the way tight into each bracket and
there is no space in the bracket. Make sure “H” rail is flush or level with the 2
perpendicular outside rails.

● Use the 1/4” driver and self-tapping #8 x 3/4” small zinc screws with clear plastic
washers on the ends (screw goes down into the hole in the clear cup-shaped snap
washer) and screw the center rail in place through the brackets. The black dots on the
brackets indicate where the screw should be installed.

3b. Stand the Posts and Install the “H” matching the numbers on the rails to the correctly
numbered hole on the corner post and screw in the top screw only.

● Each end of the “H” is marked with a post number. Find the corresponding post
numbers on the tower layout drawing that came with your play set to make sure the
posts are laid out and then stood in the right places and the correct ends of the “H” go
into the correct post. Then:

● Place the “H” and the posts near the tower layout on the ground and make sure the “H”
and the posts are turned the right way so that when you stand the posts according to the
drawing, the ends of the “H” will match up to the correct post, and the holes on the posts
are turned correctly according to each side panel with its correct slide or climber.  (The
center rail of the “H” should be perpendicular to the direction of your platform deck
planks)



● One installer will stand two of the posts with the coordinating numbers on the “H” and
according to the drawing and will hold the posts vertical in the exact spot laid out on the
ground while the other installer will lift and insert the ends of the “H” into the correct
posts where the 2x6” holes are labeled “H”.

● The 3rd installer can stand the other 2 remaining posts for the tower, insert the remaining
“H” ends, and hold the two remaining ends into the posts. (If you only have 2 installers,
then it is important to carefully lean the two remaining posts with the “H” ends inserted all
the way so the posts don’t slide off fall down) It is important that the posts are in the
correct position on the ground and that they are 44” apart so that the “H” and platform
can go in smoothly.

● Once the 4 tower corner posts are vertical and the “H” ends are inserted into the correct
2x6 holes in the post, then while 2 installers are holding all the posts steady (so the “H”
doesn’t fall out), the third installer will adjust and position the “H” into post 1 so that the
end of the “H” is inserted straight on the 1.25” insertion line on the top of the 2x6 rail of
the “H”. The insertion line should be flush with the inside of the post – do not put the
screw in if the post is twisted. You can use a speed square to make sure your rail is inthe
post hole straight. Once it is in position, drive in the top #10 x 3” screw with a clear



plastic washer into the “H” through the pilot hole in the post and all the way in through
the 2x6 rail until the screw is snug in the washer. Because the vinyl has flex and you may
catch the metal - simply drive the screw in about half way, then back out, and then back
in again and the vinyl will straighten up (see the Pro Tip below).

● You can tell if the screw is snug because the clear washer will not easily spin with your
fingers. - Secure ONLY the top screw on every end of the “H” in all four posts at this
point. Make sure an installer continues to hold the tower steady as it will not stand by
itself yet! (see picture)

***Pro Tip: DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN THE SCREWS AS YOUR HIGH POWERED DRILL CAN
BREAK THE HEAD OF THE SCREW OFF!! Each #10 x 3 screw will need to be driven in about
half way, then backed out, and driven back in all the way. Vinyl naturally bends in or out with the
pressure from the screw, but once you back the screw out the vinyl will lock into place and the
joint should be tight with no bends or bulges in the vinyl. If your screw seems to get stuck on the
metal right as you begin to drive the screw, simply back the screw out, and go again and it will
drive through. If the metal in the post seems to have shifted and you keep breaking screws, you
may need to re-drill the pilot holes each time with an electric drill and a 5/32” bit.

3c. Install the Platform into the posts matching the numbers on the rails to the correctly
numbered hole on the corner post and screw in the top screw only.

● Make sure the platform is turned according to the drawing and the post numbers so that
the ends of the platform will connect with the correct post. (Deck Planks will be
perpendicular to the “H” center rail.)

● **Note: Different designs and accessories may have 4” x 4” or 5” x 5” square cutouts in
the platform deck planks. It is important that they are on the correct sides of the playset
when you install the deck. Double check design layout and plans. Example: Slide side
panels coming off of the side of the playset, tube slide, or bridge. Cut-outs will be marked
according to the accessory- tube slide- etc.



● One installer lifts the platform and while holding it in a slight diagonal position, places the
platform over the “H” and into position flat over the “H” support rails. Focus on inserting
one of the 2x6 side rails into the posts on both ends first, and then you will need to twist
one post out slightly to fit the other 2x6 side into place. Don’t be afraid to use some force
to twist the last post out so that the platform will go in.

● Once all the platform rails are inserted into all the correct posts, adjust the insertion of
each platform rail, again making sure that the 2x6 rails are inserted 1 ¼” straight on the
line and drive in the #10 x 3” top screw only with it’s clear washer until it is snug. Once
again, make sure that the line is flush with the inside of the post and that the post is not
twisted, or in other words, the screws should all go straight in with the horizontal rails
and vertical posts at a nice 90 degree angle using speed square again when inserting
screws to make post and platform rail square to each other. (This will help when
installing roof and sand box boards later.)



STEP 4 Double-check the post placement and layout, and level the
platform and “H”

Vinyl Materials Needed: None

Hardware: None

Tools: Tape Measure, Level, Framing Square, Chisel, Possibly a pick or shovel, Angle Grinder
with cutting wheel (*angle grind needed only if you cannot dig into the ground. For example if
you are installing on an artificial turf that is not level – you may need to cut the bottom of the
posts using the angle grinder to make them level)

Instructions Step 4:

4a. Step back and assess the position of the play set in the yard - focussing on the
placement of the bottom of the posts (don’t worry about everything being level just yet).
Take several steps back and look at the position of your playset and the posts from all angles.
Although they are not leveled and secured yet and may look a bit off, you should be able to get
a good visual so that you can make sure this is the spot where you want your play set in relation
to your house, and that you have laid out the tower properly.

● Consider the following questions as you step back and look: Do the posts form a square
on the ground instead of a rhombus? Do any of the posts seem twisted or way off? Now
is the best time to turn the play set, or move locations before the play set becomes very
heavy! Will you have the proper 6 foot fall and play zone around your play set once the
slides and climbers are on?



4b. Re-measure and then level the posts by digging around them and/or pounding them
down from the top with a wood block and your mini-sledge hammer.
Once again, make sure you have exactly 44” in-between the posts. By placing the level on the
2x6 horizontal rails of the platform and “H”, find the lowest post and make that your starting
point. Dig the other posts down until all the platform and “H” rails are level. It is best to use a
chisel or a small flat crowbar to dig around the bottom of the post that needs to be lowered less
than an inch. You can even use a ladder, place a wood block on top of the post, and tap the top
of the post down into the ground a bit with the mini sledgehammer if needed to lower and level
the posts.

● If the ground is really hard or unlevel you may even need to move the post to the side
and use a shovel, but we would highly recommend re-leveling the entire area if it is too
far off (over 1 inch rise or fall per 60”).

● If your play set is going on artificial grass, or another surface in which you cannot dig,
then you can measure how unlevel the rails are, and cut the bottoms of the posts with
the hand grinder with a cutting wheel until all horizontal sides are level. If the posts are
only slightly unlevel (within ½”) you may be able to move the sand under the turf by
using a flat head hammer or mini sledgehammer and moving the post and pounding
where the post goes. Be careful not to pound too hard and damage the turf.

● Constantly re-check the distances between the posts as you dig them down to make
sure you keep the 44” spacing. This process is easier if you have a tower jig (from the
pro tip in step 1) which keeps the posts spaced properly.



● Don’t worry too much about the vertical posts being level at this point as they may flex
and lean a bit, but they will be leveled in the next step. For now just concentrate on
squaring and leveling the 2x6 horizontal rails on the platforms and “H” on all sides.

● If your tower is a double tower, or a tower in a half, you would add the remaining “H” and
the second tower including the corner posts, “H”, and platforms at this point following
steps 3b - 4b over again.

STEP 5 Square the 2x6 platform and “H” rails with the vertical corner
posts and finish installing all remaining screws in the platform and
“H”

Vinyl Materials Needed: None

Hardware: (16) #10 x 3 Screws with clear plastic washers and snap caps.

Tools: Cordless drill with 5/16 hex head driver, framing speed square, rubber mallet

Instructions Step 5:

5a. Square the 2x6 platform and “H” rails with the vertical corner posts again with a
speed square.
Now that the 2x6 platform and “H” rails are level, use the speed square to make sure each
corner is square. This is easiest if one installer kneels under the platform/tower, and holds the
square in each corner where the 2x6 platform and “H” rails insert into the 5x5 vertical corner
posts and makes sure the joint is square while the other installer is ready to put in the remaining
bottom two screws on each corner once it is held square by the installer under the tower. In
other words, you are making sure that the 2x6 rail and the 5x5 post are at a nice 90 degree
angle and that the 2x6 rails are properly inserted to the line on the top of the rail.



5b. Drive in the remaining screws into the platform and “H” rail on each corner post.
Once the posts and rails are held square in place, the installer outside the tower can install the
two remaining #10 x 3” screws beginning with the bottom screw and then the middle.

5c. Install snap caps over the screws and plastic washers
Once all 24 screws are in on all sides/corners, put on the snap caps over each screw and
washer by pressing down hard on each snap cap until you hear a snap. If you can’t get them to
snap by pushing down, you can tap them lightly with a rubber mallet and you should hear the
snap.

STEP 6 Install the last two 1.5 x 5.5 x 43.5” platform planks.

Vinyl Materials Needed: (2) 1.5 x 5.5 x 43.5” Platform planks (may have 4x4 holes in them)

Hardware: (6-10) #10 x 1” self-tapping galvanized hex head screws with metal/neoprene
washer attached, (6) 5/8” vinyl hole plugs.

Tools: Cordless Drill with 5/16 Hex Head Driver attached.

Instructions step 6:
6a. Put the 1.5 x 5.5 x 43.5 in the proper place using the overhead layout to find the
correct sides.
- Place the platform planks onto the top of the “H” rails that are still exposed – parallel to the
existing planks on the platform – to complete the platform. The planks will be labelled according
to the slide or accessory coming off of that side, so make sure you look at the overhead
layout/drawing to get the correct plank on the correct side.

● Center the planks in-between the two posts (it should almost be tight).
● Match the spacing between the other 7 planks (should be about 5/8” in between planks).

In other words, all 9 planks should be equally spaced. If there are 4x4 post holes in the



plank, make sure it is turned so that the numbers match the corresponding 5x5 posts.
The thin reveal beside the 4x4 holes should face out away from the center of the tower.

● *Important* - make sure the plank is flush to the outside of the (3) 5x5” posts. Will help
when inserting side panels by allowing holes in the deck and side of post to become
aligned better.

6b. Screw the planks in their place.
Make sure the 5/8” holes in the planks line up over the “H” rails below so you can be sure to
screw into the rails below, and make sure the rail is centered between the corner posts.

● Using the #10 x 1” self-tapping galvanized screws with neoprene washers, hold and
screw the planks into place by putting (1) screw in through each 5/8” hole – and down
into the 2x6 “H” rails below. If the plank has the 4x4 post holes then (4) additional screws
may be used and added inside the 4x4 holes

● *Important -  start the hole with screw then back out and then screw to snug do not over
strip screws in vinyl - just like the 3” screws with vinyl.

● ***You can check underneath the plank to make sure that all the screws made it into the
2x6 “H” rails below.

● Once screws have been installed in each 5/8” hole, push in the 5/8” vinyl hole plugs into
each 5/8” hole. If they are too difficult to push down with your thumb, you may need to
give them a light tap with the rubber mallet.



STEP 7 Install and secure all side panels on each tower.

Vinyl Materials Needed: All side panel (see specifics in each step in the instructions
below for Step 7)

Hardware:
● (Many) 3”x#10 screws with washers and snap caps (depending on how many side

panels you have on your play set)
● (Several) 1” galvanized screws without washers.

Tools: Cordless Drill with 5/16 Hex Head Driver, Tape Measure.

Instructions Step 7:

*NOTE: If you have a water system you must watch for water system hosing and
connections that may be in some side panels.  Pull the ends out from the tape and
connect the matching colored ends before installing each side panel with taped in water
hoses.

7a Install Full Side Panels with 8 pickets:
Use your overhead layout/drawing to determine which sides of the towers have no accessories
or climbers and where your full side panels will go.

● Complete side panels include [1 panel includes (2) 2x3.5x46.5” top and bottom rails, (9)
1x3x26” pickets.]

● Insert the side panel one side at a time matching the numbers on the side panel rails to
the numbers on the 5x5 corner posts. Adjust the insertion of the 2x3.5x46.5 side panel
rails and make sure the rails are inserted 1 ¼” (straight on the line) into the 5x5 corner
posts, and then put in the 3” top and bottom screws with clear washers through the
pre-drilled holes in the corner posts.

● Don’t forget to put on the snap caps after the screws and clear washers are in.



7b Install wide slide, rock walls, and rope ladder tower side panel rails.
For wide slides, rock walls, and rope ladder the side panel will only be one or two blank
2x3.5x46.5 top rails.

● Find any and all blank 2x3.5x46.5 that will be installed on the sides with wide slides, rock
walls, and rope ladders. For rope ladders and rockwalls going to 7’ platforms there will
be 2 Blank 2x3.5x46.5 that go across the opening.

● Insert the 2x3.5x46.5 blank rails one side at a time matching the numbers on the side
panel rails to the numbers on the 5x5 corner posts. Adjust the insertion of the 2x3.5x46.5
side panel rails and make sure the rails are inserted 1 ¼” (straight on the line) into the
5x5 corner posts, and then put in the 3” top and bottom screws with clear washers
through the pre-drilled holes in the corner posts.

** Note- there should not be a gap at the top of the accessory inserts. Only a gap at the
bottom where the slot is cut into the post.

7c Install Complete Swing Beam Panel with 2x6x46.5 Swing Beam support rail and swing
beam bracket

● Find any and all complete swing beam side panel with separate 2x6 swing beam support
rail and bracket [includes (2) 2x3.5x46.5” top and bottom rails,(9) 7/8x1.5x20” pickets (1)
2x6x46.5” vinyl with metal insert and swing beam bracket bolted on]. (**only if your
playset has a swing beam)



● The panel and the swing beam support rail and bracket must be put together and
installed into the posts at the same time.  The bolts from holding on the swing beam
bracket will be sticking out the bottom of the swing beam support rail, and the bolt must
go down into the pre-drilled holes in the side panel

● Insert the side panel and swing beam support rail together - inserting one side at a time
matching the numbers on the side panel rails to the numbers on the 5x5 corner posts.
Adjust the insertion of the 2x3.5x46.5 side panel rails and the 2x6x46.5 swing beam
support rail and make sure the rails are inserted 1 ¼” (straight on the line) into the 5x5
corner posts.

● ***Note: the 2x6 support rail has metal in it, so you will need to pre-drill the holes
going into that rail through the holes in the post using the 5/32” metal drill bit.

● Pre-drill and screw in just the top hole on the swing beam support rail and post first
before pre-drilling the other holes through the metal. This will help prevent the post from
moving and accidentally breaking screws off.

● Then put in the 3”x10 middle and bottom screws with clear washers through the
pre-drilled holes in the corner posts.

● Don’t forget to put on the snap caps after the screws and clear washers are in.

7d Install both side panels for the Bridge
● Find and assemble the Bridge Side Panels (if your play set has a bridge) [includes (2)

5x5x62.375” side panel posts with metal inserts, (1) 2x3.5x46.5” blank top rail, (2)
2x3.5x9.5 small top and bottom rails, (2) 7/8x1.5x26” pickets.]

● Follow the same procedure as 7e below, only make sure you have the small 2x3.5x9.5”
panels with 1 picket in them inserted into the 5x5x62.5 posts from the beginning as you
won’t be able to put them in later once the posts are installed into the platform. (see
picture below)



● Make sure the bridge holes face out away from the tower so you can install the bridge
(see picture above)

7f Install ½ tower steps and monkey bar tower-side steps
● Find any and all ½ tower steps and any monkey bar tower-side steps [1 step includes (1)

2x3.5x46.75 with wood inserts] You should have 2 steps for each double towers and 3-4
steps on a monkey bar tower side that has access to the tower.

7e Install side panels for wave slide, climbers, vinyl ladders (all side panels with the two
4x4x39.5” posts):

● Use the drawing and then find any and all wave slide, scoop slide, tube slide side, vinyl
ladder, tree climber, ½ tower step side panels, etc side panels with the (2) 4x4x39.375”
posts attached. (Panel should include (2) 4x4x39.375” small side panel posts,  (1)
2x3.5x46.5 top rail that goes through the 4x4x39.5” posts, (2) 2x3.5x9.5, or 10.5, or 7.5”
smal bottom rails, (2) 7/8x1.5x26” pickets.]



● Make sure side panels are facing the correct way. The front of the panel will have holes
in the 4x4 post approximately an ¼” from the front. The back of the side panel has 2-3
inch spacing.

● Ensure side panel is facing the correct way
● Insert small 2x3.5” bottom rail at bottom of side panel into the 4x4 post first, on each

side.
● Insert the both 4x4 posts of the side panel into the 4x4 slots in the deck.
● Tap the 4x4 post to the left or right to shift the 2x3” -46.5” top rail to the right of left.
● Insert one side of the top rail into the 5x5 corner post (Water system Note: should always

be the one without the ¼” tubing water line, first if there is a water system) matching the
numbers on the end of the rails with the correct corner post number. Push 4x4 post back
the other direction until the 2x3.5 top rail fits all the way into the 5x5 outside post. Will
make it easier to install the other side of the top rail.

● Insert the second side of the top rail into the 5x5 corner post. Push 4x4 post to the left or
right to evenly space and insert the 2x3.5 into the posts. (Water system Note: if you have
a mister in the side panel - install ¼ connector to ¼” tubing before you insert top rail into
the 5x5 post.)

● Now adjust the insertion of the 2x3.5x46.5 side panel top and bottom rails and make
sure the rails are inserted 1 ¼” (straight on the line) into both of the 5x5 corner posts,
and put in the 3” top and bottom screws with clear washers through the pre-drilled holes
in the corner posts only. Next, use a tape measure to straighten the 4x4 small side panel
posts by measuring the distance (should be about 8”) between the 5x5 corner posts and
the 4x4 small side panel posts at the top and bottom rails. Now secure the small 4x4
side panel posts by installing screw into the 2x3.5x46.5 top rail down through the top of
the 4x4 small side panel post.

● If your side panel has a ladder then the long ladder holes will be facing out away from
the platform.  You will install the actual ladder later on.



*Example - Vinyl Ladder side panel: install top of ladder side panel with large angle into the
4x4 post with large 2x6 slots cut out of it.
*Example : wave slide side panel: Use 3- 3” inch screws with clear washers. Install slide on
top of the deck and make sure the hole in pre-fabbed slide are approximately about 2” away
from the edge of the deck plank edge. Make sure screws will be hitting 2x6 wood in “H” frame
below) Pre- drill holes into “h” frame to ensure you are hitting the wood and the screw will go in
nice and flush. Do not over tighten screw.

STEP 8 Install Sand Box Boards (Top Screw Only)

Materials:
● Any 2x6x54” sandbox boards.
● Any 2x6x58” long sandbox boards.
● Any 2x6x103” long sandbox boards.
● Any 2x6x140”, 2x6x144”, 2x6x148”sandbox boards

Hardware:
● 3” long x #10 screws without washers.

Tools:
- Corded Drill (recommended) with 5/32” metal drill bit
- Cordless Drill with 5/16” Hex Head Driver, Tape Measure.

Instructions step 8:
8a - First, check the posts one more time to make sure there is 44” in-between each post.
Take the shortest sandbox boards first (2x6x54”) and (2x6x58”) and matching the marked



ends of the sandbox posts to the correct post numbers, place all the sandbox boards
where they go on the ground on the outside of the respective posts.

● Make sure that all sandbox boards are sitting nice and snug against all posts and that all
4 sand boards and holes are lining up with the post. May need to shift or adjust 5x5 post
legs to match sandbox boards, if the posts are not square or not 44” inches apart. Check
to make sure the pre-drilled holes inside the vinyl sandbox boards lineup before pre
drilling. The wood holes must line up in order to insert 5/8 plugs at the end. There is a
top side of each sandbox board indicated on the sandbox board 2” side.

● If a sandbox board does not sit flat on the ground, or does not match up flush with the
adjoining sandbox boards, you will need to dig out the ground until it sits flat. Once you
can put the sandbox boards fairly level and flat on the ground and flush corner to corner
with the outside edges of the post, then line up the bored-out holes in the wood with the
5/8 holes in the vinyl.

● Next, while one installer holds the sandbox board firmly against the 5x5 post in the
proper position, another installer pre-drills a hole through the top hole in the sandbox
board with the 5/32” bit and electric drill, will drill the pilot hole all the way through the
sandbox board, and the vinyl and metal in the 5x5 corner post. Next, while one installer



continues to hold the sandbox board in place, the other installer screws in the top 3”
screw only. Go to each corner and each short sandbox board and put in the top screw on
each side in the same way. (Note: the rest of the screw will be installed.  Make sure the
sandbox boards are tight against the corner posts and flush with each other on each
corner.

**Pro- tip - Make sure all pre-drilled holes in wood line up before pre-drilling first holes
into post. Pre- drill and insert (1) 3 inch screw without washer first before pre-drilling any
other holes. It will hold wood in place inside of a sandbox board. Will also help from
breaking screws if the board moves when inserting screws into metal. Finish pre drilling
screws.

***Pro-tip for larger play sets with a tower and a half or more: if installing a 103” sandbox
board for a tower and a half with 6 post legs, we recommend laying it out along all posts
to make sure everything fits snug. Adjust corner posts as needed but keep spacing as
close to 44” in-between each post as possible. Pre- drill and install one screw in the
outside posts for the 103” board. Pre-drill and install onto all of the outside corner posts
first before you install the screws in the 2 middle posts. This allows you to adjust posts
to align with the sandbox boards. Install middle post screws last with outside corners
and posts all square and aligned.

Step 8b - Install the longest sandbox boards with the top upon the ground along the
outside of the tower and center it so that the edges reach out the same distance past the
swing stability legs, and/or the wide slide or rock wall side rails

● The ⅝” holes in the long sandbox boards should match up with the corner posts.
● Make sure that the long sandbox board is laying flat along the ground and flush with the

other sand box boards. Dig down high spots if necessary so that it lays nice and flat.
● Next, while one installer continues to hold the sandbox board in place, the other screws

in the top 3” screw only. Go to each remaining corner post and sandbox board and put in
the top screw on each side in the same way. Once all the top holes are done on every
sandbox board, and all the side look good and flush, Installers can go back to each
corner with the 5/32” drill bit and the electric drill and make pilot holes through the



sandbox boards and 5x5 posts for all the remaining bottom holes. The other installer can
follow the one pre-drilling through the posts around with the cordless drill and the 3”
screws, and can screw in the bottom 2 holes on each side after the first drills the pilot
holes.

● *Note: If you break off a screw, carefully use your vise grips and clamp onto the broken
part of the screw and twist it out fully. Pre-drill again with the 5/32” bit and try another
screw.

STEP 9 Install swing stability (“A” frame) legs on towers
Materials:

- Any 2x6x96 or 120” “A” swing stability legs.

Hardware: 3”x#10 screws without washers

Tools:
- Cordless Drill with 5/16 Hex Head Driver.
- C-Clamp Vise Grips.
- Electric Drill. 5/8 Wood Paddle Bit.
- 5/32” Drill Bit.

Instructions Step 9:

9a Installing swing stability A-frame legs and attach them to the long sandbox boards:
● Find all the long A-frame holes on the various corner posts.  Place the long, pointed,

angled end of the swing stability leg (2x6x96”) into the long hole matching the post
number to the number on the top of the leg (see picture). The bottom of the leg will run
into the ground.

● Make sure that the swing stability leg is inserted far enough into the post and at a steep
enough angle so that the entire hole is filled with the rail with no or very little hole still
showing.

● **Note: You may need to dig the bottom of the swing stability leg into the ground a bit in
order to get the desired angle and insertion into the post. Make sure it is inserted far
enough that the screws will go into the leg through the pilot holes in the post, and that
the “A” frame leg fills pretty much the entire routed hole on the post.

● Once the swing stability leg is in the proper position, screw it in place through the pilot
holes in the corner posts.

● Next, mark 3 holes in a triangle pattern at the bottom of the “A” frame leg - that will go
into the sandbox board behind it. (See Picture).



● Then, use your 5/8 paddle bit and pre-drill the 3 holes at the bottom of the “a” frame leg
going through the first layer of vinyl and going in about ½” into the wood.

● Next, predrill a hole all the way through into the sandbox board using the 5/32” bit.
● Install the 3” screws with no plastic washer through your pilot holes. Should be screwing

into A frame leg and into the sandbox board.
● Finally, snap on the snap caps once you are done.

**Pro Tip- there should be no gap at the top of the “a” frame leg insert into the slot on the
post.

Step 10 Instal Rock walls (with filler blocks if applicable), rope ladders
(with filler blocks if applicable), wide slides, and Bridge and/or
Monkey Bars.

Materials: Rock wall, Rope ladder, and/or wide slide.

Hardware: - 3” screws with washers. - 3” screws without washers -  3” screws with clear
washers for wide slide, rock wall and rope ladder options

Instruction Step 10:



10a Install Wide Vinyl Slides and Rock Walls:
***Important note For Rock walls and Rope ladders: Before you install the rockwall - check
your diagram to see if your rockwall needs a filler block installed on the side next to the swings.
If so, use 3”x#10 screws and screw on the 2x6x12” filler block onto the 2x6 side rail of the
rockwall flush with the bottom of the rockwall.

Two installers lift and install the top end (the end with the angles cut on the side rails) of
the slide/rock wall into the holes in the posts matching the numbers on the post and
according to the layout/drawing.

● Make sure that the side rails of the slide or rock wall are inserted into the post equally to
an equal distance on each side, and so that the entire hole is filled with the rail with no or
very little hole still showing.

● You may need to dig the bottom of the slide or rock wall into the ground a bit in order to
get the angle and equal insertion into the posts. Make sure the side rails are inserted far
enough so that the screws will go into the slide or rock wall rails after going through the
pilot holes in the post. Once the 2X6 side rails are inserted into the proper position,
screw it in place using the 3” screws with the clear washers, - one screw through each
pilot hole on the post. Finally, snap on the snap caps over the screws



10b Installing a Rope Ladder
Just like rock walls in step 9b, two installers lift and install the top end (the end with the
angles cut on the side rails) of the rope ladder into the holes in the posts matching the
numbers on the post and according to the layout/drawing. Then drill holes through the
platform rail for the ropes, push the ropes through and tie a knot on the underside of the
platform. (see details below)

● Make sure that the side rails of the rope ladder are inserted into the post equally to an
equal distance on each side, and so that the entire hole is filled with the rail with no or
very little hole still showing

● You will now drill holes through the 2x6 platform support rail for the ropes. Measure from
the inside of the rope ladder rail 8 ¼” over and make a mark in the center of the 2x6
platform support rail.

● Next, measure and mark for 3 more holes every 10 inches across the center of the 2x6
platform support so you have a total of 4 marks for holes - centered for the ropes.

● Using the ⅝” paddle bit, drill all the way through the vinyl and and wood rails so you can
insert the rope all the way through.

● *Note: If you are having trouble pulling the rope through, you can wrap some masking
tape tightly around the tip of the rope - making it pointy so you can get the rope through.

● Once you’ve pulled all 4 ropes through - pull the rope tight and tie a double granny knot
on the underside of the platform.  Make sure you pull all 4 ropes equally so that the
steps on the rope ladder look fairly level.

● If you have too much extra rope at the end you can cut off the excess rope and burn the
end with a lighter, or just keep tying knots to shorten the rope. Make sure there is no
possible choking hazard.

10c Installing a Bridge or Monkey Bars (3-4 people recommended for this step)

***Important Note: The front of the bridge is typically the side with the single swing with 2 swing
ductiles, or has a single mister on it if there is a water system. Typically the 2 swings (4 swing
ductiles) on the bridge goes on the back side of the bridge. If there are no swings on the bridge,
it can be inserted either direction as it is the same on both sides.



Water System Note: SEE END OF PACKET FOR ADDITIONAL NOTES/PICTURES Check for
water on the bridge- should be on the front side of the bridge inorder to connect all the ¼”
tubing.  We recommend leaning the side of the bridge with the water attachment up to the insert
of the bridge side panel. Connect ¼” tubing for the water system first. If you have water to
connect, use 2 or more ladders to set the bridge on while connecting. ¼” water lines.

Bridge step 10c.1. For easier bridge installation you can remove the first/last 31.5” bridge plank
from each side of the bridge. Use a chisel to pop off the vinyl 5/8” plugs if needed, and then use
the 5/16” driver to unscrew and take off the first plank on each side of the bridge. This will allow
you to put one side of the bridge far enough in through one side panel – to lift the other side into
the proper holes of the 5x5x62.5” bridge posts on the other side.

***Safety tip:  Ideally it’s nice to have 2 ladders - one set up at each tower and one
installer in each tower with 2 installers on the ground to help hold the bridge from falling.

Bridge step 10c.2. Lift the bridge carefully into place.
● Carefully lift the first side and place it through the side panel with one rail just outside the

5x5x62.5” post inbetween the 7/8x1.5” picket and resting upon the 2x3.5x9.5” small
bottom rail and the other 2x6 bridge rail on the inside of the other 5x5x62.5” post.  Have
one installer up on that tower or on a ladder holding that first side of the bridge in place
so it doesn’t fall when you lift the other side.

● Next lift the other side of the bridge and insert both 2x6 rails all the way into the holes in
the 5x5x62.5” bridge posts and then you should be able to lift the first side around and
into the correct holes in the 5x5x62.5” posts. **Note: You may need to push and lean
one or both towers out a bit to get the second into place.



● **Note if your play set has a water system through the bridge – make sure to connect the
spaghettis at this point.

● Once both sides are in the posts – make sure they are inserted properly to the 2.5” lines
on both sides and then use the 5/32” drill bit to predrill through the bridge post holes and
through the 2x6 bridge rails.  Then screw the bridge into place using the 3”x#10 screws.

Bridge step 10c.3. Re-install and screw on the 1.5x5.5x31.5” first/last platform planks once
again on each end.

Bridge step 10c.4. Instal 2x6x22” support rail, and the 2x3.5x22” steps on each side of the
bridge that go in-between the 5xx62.5” Bridge Posts.

**Note: Wait and install the long bridge side panels after the roofs are installed. We have found
it a bit easier to manage the roof installation and the bridge side panel installation once the roofs
are installed.



STEP 11 Glue on 4x4 and 5x5 Caps, and Install Roof(s)

Materials: Roof -4x4 Post caps -5x5 Post caps

Hardware: (8) 1” self-tapping screws with washers

Instructions step 11: Installers carefully lift and place the vinyl roof over the top of the
four posts of each tower screw it in place.

● Lift roof carefully and rest it in on the posts so that the 5x5 corner posts are not sticking
up out of the roof. If you have a bridge you can rest it on the bridge. Make sure all 4
corners look the same.

● One installer can hold the roof in place while the other gets the drill and screws. With drill
and extension use the 5/16” driver to angle the screws down inside the top of the 5x5
posts and into the roof. The screws should go in about 1/2” to 3/4” from the top of the
post on the pre-drawn pencil line. (See step 11 pictures 1-3 below). There will be 2
pre-drilled holes into the top of the post to show where to secure your screws into the
roof.



**Important Note: Remember to make sure you have a min on a ¼” cap from the angle of the
roof to the top of the post on the outside of each post for the roof caps. . You may have to raise
the roof a little to make sure you get the desired gap for the corner post cap to be inserted. The
post cap will have one side cut off inorder to slide on the cap after the metal screws are installed
inside the post into the roof. The cut of part of the 5x5 cap will go towards the pensil line on the
roof.

Caps: Put a dot of glue on the inside of each side of the 5x5 caps and put the caps on the top of
each post. You may need to tap the caps with a hammer to get them on the post all the way.
Only a dot on all sides is necessary in case you ever need to remove the caps in the future.

STEP 12 Install Remaining Tower Accessories:
a. Vinyl Ladders
b. Wave Slide, and/or a Scoop Slide
c. Bridge Side Panels
d. Tree Climbers, Corkscrew climbers, and Fireman Poles
e. Picnic Table
f. Tube Slide

Materials: (see each step)

Hardware:



- 3” screws with washers for Ladder and Bridge side panels.
- 3”x#10 screws for Wave Slides and Scoop Slides with plastic washers and snap caps
- 1” #12 screws with neoprene washers for picnic tables
- ⅜” x 5” long carriage bolt with washer and nut for tree climbers, corkscrews, and fireman

poles.
- ⅜” x 5” long carriage bolt with washer and nut for tree climbers, corkscrews, and fireman

poles.

Tools:
- Cordless Drill.
- 5/16 Hex Head Driver
- 5/32” drill bit.
- ½” drill bit and Crescent wrench for tree climbers, corkscrews, and fireman poles.

12a Installing a vinyl ladder:
● Lift and install the top end (the end with the pointed angles cut on the side rails) of the

ladder into the holes in the posts, which have ladder slots and a 20” opening. Make sure
that the side rails of the ladder are inserted into the post equally or to an equal distance
on each side so that the steps look level, and so that the entire holes are filled with the
side rail leaving no or very little hole still showing . ou may need to dig the bottom of the
ladder into the ground a bit in order to get the angle and equal insertion into the posts.

● Make sure it is in far enough so that the screws will go into the vinyl ladder rails after
going through the pilot holes in the post. Once the vinyl ladder legs or rails are in the
proper position, screw it in place using the 3” screws with the clear washers, - one screw
through each pilot hole on the 4x4 side panel post. Finally, snap on the snap caps over
the screws.

12b. Installing a Wave or Scoop Slide:
● Simply center the slide in-between the posts in the correct opening, and center the screw

holes on the platform plank.
● Next, using the 3” #10 slide screws, screw the slide into place.



12c Installing Tree Climbers, Corkscrew climbers, and Fireman Poles
● First hold the tree climber, corkscrew, or fireman pole in place using a level to square,

and mark on the ground where the hole will need to be dug.  To locate the correct spot,
the flange with holes on the top hook-shaped end of the climber will end up being
screwed onto the inside of the 4x4x39.5” side panel posts, so for marking purposes you
will want to hole it in place hovering over the inside or platform side of the 4x4x39.5” side
panel post that you will eventually bolt it to.



● **Note: make sure there are no sprinkler or other lines below before you dig.
● Once you have marked the proper location for the pole, you can use post-hole diggers to

dig down about 16 inches.  You may want to shovel the dirt into a wheel barrel or onto
something as you will not need this dirt and will fill the hole with concrete instead.

● **Note: if installing on artificial grass or turf - you will want to consult with a professional
turf installer for instructions on how to properly cut holes in the turf.

● Once the hole is dug you can hold up the climber with the flange just inside the
4x4x39.5” side panel post.  The holes in the flange should land in line with the top of the
post about 2 inches below the cap so that the holes will go through the horizontal
2x3.5x46.5” top rail that is going through the side panel posts.

● Once you are holding it in its proper place level and square, then you can mark the holes
on the 4x4x39.5” post using a pencil.

● Using the ½” drill bit, drill straight all the way through the post and rails so you can insert
the ⅜”x5” carriage bolts all the way through the side panel post and metal flange.  Make
sure the flat side of the carriage bolt is on the inside of the play set and the nuts and
washers are on the outside of the play set.

● Tighten only to snug as the vinyl will bulge if over-tightened.



● Hold the bottom of the climber in position still and mix 1 bag of concrete in a wheel barrel
or bucket and pour the concrete into the hole around the climber.  You may want to leave
the concrete about 1-2 inches below the grass level.

● Let the concrete dry before use.

12d Installing Tube Slide
● Assemble the tube slide per the included instructions from Slide Manufacturer.
● Use multiple installers to hold the tube slide in place just over the top of the platform

planks and as flush as possible with the outsides of the 4x4x39.5” side panel posts.
● Use the impact driver to attach the tube slide to the tower with included 2.5” lag bolts

with flat washer (4 on each side of the tube slide panel) into the side panel 4”x4x39.5”
side panel posts with wood inserts (see picture).

● May include 2 additional lag bolts across the top if desired.

12e Installing Picnic Table (if applicable).
● Insert 2x6x46.75 support rails into the picnic table holes towards the bottom of the posts.

They should insert about 1.35” into both sides to the lines.



● Place the 2x6x54” picnic bench seats flat on top of the support rails on the inside of the
tower and flush with the outside of the corner posts on both sides.  Using a long 5/16”
driver or an extension, install 1” self-tapping screws with neoprene washers down
through the ⅝” holes in the bench seats and into the 2x6x46.75” support rails below on
all for corners.

● Insert one side of the picnic table 2x3.5x46.75” rails all the way into the corner  (the side
that does not have the water system is installed first) and then pop in the other side
carefully.  The rails are notched to lock into place, but if you pull too hard you can pull
them through.  We leave them with the ability to slide back and forth a bit to adjust for
comfort, but you can screw them in place with 3” screws if desired.

STEP 13 Installing a Swing Beam and Swing “A” Frame

Materials: - (1) 5x5x96 “A” Frame center post with a front and back 2x6 hole(s) for 2x6 swing
beam at top and (2) 2x6 holes on opposite sides for 2x6 “A” Frame supports. - (2) 2x6x96 “A”
Frame support legs. - (1) 2x6x96 “A” Frame base board. - (1) 5 x 5 square pyramid cap.



Hardware: (12) 3” screws with washers.

Tools: - Cordless Drill with 5/16 Hex Head Driver. - Electric Drill. - 5/32 Drill Bit.

Instructions:

13a Lift the tower side of the swing beam carefully into the swing beam bracket and hold
it there.

● From a ladder by the tower, an installer lifts and holds the tower end (the end with metal
flush on the inside and a hole pre-drilled for the swing beam bracket) of the swing beam
up to the tower while the other installer holds the other/outside end or “A” frame end of
the swing beam steady.Next, installer on the tower side inserts his end of the swing
beam all the way into the swing beam bracket (if there is a water system in the swing
beam - then lift the swing beam up and lean it against the bracket and connect the ¼”
poly tubing to the one sticking out of the bracket on the tower before putting the swing
beam all the way into the bracket).

● ***Important Note: the installer on the tower side holds the swing beam securely in place
in the bracket while the other installer lifts his end so the beam doesn’t fall and cause
serious injury. He should hold the beam into the bracket until the 5.5” carriage bolt can
be installed through the bracket and beam with the proper nut and washers.



● Once the bolt is installed with the nut this installer can help the other installer steady the
“A” frame post, insert the other end in of the swing beam, and then insert the 2x6x96” “A”
frame legs into that post to keep it steady. You will screw these “A” frame legs in place in
step 13c.

13b Lift the other / “A” frame side of the swing beam and insert it through the 5x5x96”
swing beam “A” frame post.

● The installer on the “A” frame side then lifts his and and slides the outside end of the
swing beam all the way through the “A” frame center post so that there is approx. 11”
from the inside edge of the “A” frame center post, and the first swing bracket hole on the
swing beam. You should have about 4 inches of swing beam poking through the post.

● Level the post and swing beam before you pre-drill 6 screws at top of post into swing
beam. You may need to dig around or pound down the post to lower it so the swing
beam is pretty level.  Have one installer step back and see how it all looks to make sure
the swing beam looks level and straight and perpendicular to the tower.

● Next using the electric drill and the 5/32” drill bit, drill pilot holes through the holes in the
5x5 center post, and through the swing beam that was just inserted (we recommend
pre-drilling one hole at the top first and installing a 3” screw in the top hole before
pre-drilling the other holes. This will prevent metal from moving inside when you drill the
others, and therefore prevent breaking off screws heads.) Then, using the cordless drill
and 3” screws with clear plastic washers, install all remaining screws in the center post



13c Finish installing and securing the “A” Frame legs and “A” frame 2x6x98” base board
on the ground, and make sure the  3/8x5.5” carriage bolt is tightened in place in the
swing beam bracket.

● Now install the “A” Frame support leg (2x6x96”) and the 2x6x98 “A” Frame base board in
the same way you installed the swing stability legs and the long sand box board in step 9
(see Step 9)



● Lastly, glue on the “A” frame center post 5x5 post cap, and the 2x6 swing beam caps (if
it’s not glued on already), and put any snap caps on the screws as well.

● Finish tightening the nut on the 3/8x5.5” carriage bolt on the swing beam bracket and
cover the protruding bolt with a rubber cap.  Tighten until it is snug, but do not
over-tighten until the swing beam is denting in.

STEP 14 Install Swing Hangers (if applicable) and Swings
Materials: - (6) Hot Dipped Galvanized Swing Hangers. Hardware: - (12) 8” Hot Dipped
Galvanized Carriage Bolts. - (12) 1/2 Hot Dipped Galvanized Flat Washers. - (12) 3/8 Hot
Dipped Galvanized Flat Washers. - (12) 3/8 Hex Nuts.

Tools: Crescent Wrench

Step 14 Instructions: Facing each swing bracket the same way, install them by inserting
(2) 8” carriage bolts with washers down from the top of the swing beam through the
pre-drilled holes, and through the hole in the bracket.

● Put the 1/2” flat washer on the top of the swing beam, and a 3/8” flat washer on the
bottom of the bracket by the nut (see step 15 picture 1). Using the crescent wrench,
tighten each nut onto each bolt until it is tight, but do not over tighten the bolt to the point
where the 2x6 vinyl on the swing beam is bulging out too much. It should bulge out just a
little bit only. After all the swing brackets are securely bolted onto the swing beam, hang
the swings with the swing clips, and test the swings to make sure the play set and the
“A” frame does not rock. If it does you may need to dig out the ground a bit until the play
set is lying flat.

STEP 15 Install Steering Wheel and/or Telescope
Materials - (1) Steering Wheel - (1) Telescope.

Hardware: - (1) 3 1/2 Carriage Bolt. - (1) 1/2 Flat Washers. - (1) 3/8 Flat Washer. - (2) 3/8 Hex
Nuts.

Tools: 3/8 Drill Bit. Crescent Wrench.

Instructions: Using a 3/8” drill bit, drill a hole in one of the 2X3.5 top rails of the side panels in
which you would like the steering wheel to be placed. Install the steering wheel using the 3 1/2”
carriage bolt with the head of the bolt and a 1/2” flat washer inside the hole of the steer-ing
wheel, and the threads of the bolt on the outside of the play set. Next place a 3/8” flat washer on
the outside where the threads are, and then put on the first nut and tighten until it is almost
snug, but the steering wheel can still turn without much effort. Next put on the second nut, and
tighten it against the first nut. The two nuts will bind against each other allowing the steering
wheel to turn without the nuts coming off. (See step 15 pictures 1 and 2)



*NOTE: Do not install a steering wheel on a post if you have a water system. You may hit pipes.

STEP 16 Stake your Play Set Down (recommended)

Materials: 18” flat metal stakes

Hardware: 3” screws with washers

Tools: -Hammer - Drill - 5/32” Drill Bit

Instructions Step 16:
The best places to stake a play set down is on the “A” frame legs, the bottom edges of wide
vinyl slides and rock walls, on the side rails, and the outside corners of the tower by the corner
posts. Choose at least 4 good spots to putHammer each the stake right next to the piece on the
play set, and once the stake is all the way in the ground except about 5 inches. Pre-drill the
holes with a 5/32” drill bit then screw the stake to the play set using the 3” screws with the
plastic washers and snap caps



STEP 17: Water system instructions: 2+Tower Custom Water System
Installation w/bridge:

● When installing a bridge that has a water system, it is important to connect the spaghetti
tube prior to inserting the bridge into the post, and to make sure the spaghetti tube is in
position inside the 5x5x62.5 bridge post on the side panel prior to starting on the bridge.

● PRO TIP: If you are having a difficult inserting the bridge, you can remove one of the end
planks on the bridge to give yourself more room to get the bridge into place and connect
the mist system spaghetti.

● Once you have one side of the bridge in, support the bridge and connect the hose on the
other side before inserting that side. Remember to give yourself a little bit of slack, but
not too much as it can cause the connection to come loose when interesting the tubing
back into the post/bridge it back in.

***Important Note: It is extremely important to be careful with all water system parts, and
especially the main water system pipes –to make sure that you don’t crack or drill into the pipes
during installation as it could cause leaks.


